Junior Cycle for Teachers (JCT) Schools’ Support Service
Twitter Usage Policy

Who we are

Junior Cycle for Teachers (JCT) is a dedicated continuing professional development (CPD) support service of the Department of Education and Skills. Our aim is to support schools in their implementation of the new Junior Cycle Framework through the provision of appropriate high quality continuing professional development for school leaders and teachers, and the provision of effective teaching and learning resources.

The central Twitter account of Junior Cycle for Teachers (JCT) can be found at @JCforTeachers

JCT also has a further seven Twitter accounts linked to certain teams within the service. These are currently listed as:

- @jctBusiness
- @jctEnglish
- @jctGaeilge
- @jctMFL
- @jctL2LP
- @jctScience
- @JctVisualArt

The various accounts are administered by fulltime members of the JCT support service.

If you follow us, you can expect tweets about:

- Press Releases on the activities of the JCT
- Media appearances by the JCT
- Alerts about new content on the JCT website
- News and updates for schools & teachers
- Other practical information on services available from JCT

Who we follow

If you follow us, we will not automatically follow you back.

Replies

JCT use twitter mainly as a ‘broadcast’ tool to share information with people who are interested in education. Unfortunately, we will not always be able to provide replies or other feedback to our followers.

From time to time JCT may share and/or retweet tweets from other organisations. The purpose of these tweets is to generate discussion and debate and, therefore, any comment or retweet of this nature should not be seen as a corporate endorsement of that outside organisation.

Sending a message via twitter is not considered as contacting JCT for official purposes and we are not obliged to monitor or respond to requests for information received via twitter. The best means of communicating a query to JCT is by contacting our email account at: info@jct.ie

Please do not include personal/private information if you tweet us.